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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENT 

For the purpose of full transparency, all statements contained hereunder, or any other statements made in 

press releases or in any place accessible to the public and oral statements that may be made by the EZCoin 

team or on behalf of the EZCoin team by their legally appointed representatives in any given circumstance, 

constitute "forward-looking statements." However, this technical document is not the exclusive means of 

identifying forward-looking statements. Any other statement regarding EZCoin team's financial position, 

business strategies, plans and prospects, and future industry prospects made by EZCoin team are also 

considered forward-looking statements. These statements are matters that are not historical facts, but only 

predictions. 

The reader may identify these statements use of words such as "anticipate," "estimate," "expect," 

"project," "intend," "plan," "believe," and other words and terms of similar meaning in connection with a 

discussion of potential future events, circumstances or future operating or financial performance. These 

statements may include future plans or actions, prospective launchpad products or product approvals, 

future performance or results of current and anticipated services, sales efforts, expenses, financial results, 

and legal proceedings. 

The predictions stated in this technical document, or in any other statements or publications may turn out 

to be wrong. Our assessments may, at any given time, be at least partially affected by inaccurate 

assumptions or by known or unknown present or unforeseen risks and uncertainties. Many such factors will 

be a determining factor in our actual future results. Consequently, no forward-looking statement can be 

guaranteed, and they may be adversely affected by tertiary elements, including general market conditions, 

national and international regulations and legislation, competitive product development, service availability 

issues, product availability, generic competition, the timing of trades, patent positions, litigations, and 

investigations. Our company’s actual financial results may vary materially, and there are no connections or 

guarantees about the performance of the coin in relation to the company and vice versa. We will have an 

obligation to correct or update any forward-looking statements, whether because of new information, 

future events or otherwise. 

So, our statements may involve potentially known and unknown risks, but also other factors that may cause 

EZCoin’s actual future results, performance, or achievements to be materially different from our initial 

expectations. These factors include, but are not limited to: 

a) changes in the political, social, economic, and stock market conditions or cryptocurrencies, and the 

regulatory environment wherever the EZCoin team carry out their businesses and operations. 

b) the risk that the EZCoin team may not be able to execute or implement its respective business strategies 

and future. 

c) changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of EZCoin. 

d) changes in exchange rates and interest rates of cryptocurrencies and fixed currencies. 

e) changes in the availability and salaries of employees required by the EZCoin team to operate their 

respective businesses and operations. 

f) changes in user behavior and preferences of blockchain technology users or EZCoin holders. 

g) changes in EZCoin team's future capital needs and the availability of financing and capital to finance such 

needs.  

h) changes in the competitive conditions under which EZCoin team operate, and its ability to compete in 

such conditions. 

i) Force Majeure events, such as natural disasters, wars or acts of terrorism, and any other cases that affect 

the business and/or operations of the EZCoin team. 



 

 

LEGAL INVESTMENT DISCLAIMER 

This Whitepaper is produced for informational and educational purposes only and is not purposed as a 

financial promotion. The information, data, or analysis presented hereunder are NOT intended to form the 

basis of any investment decision. This document is not investment advice, solicitation of any kind nor an 

endorsement. Nothing in this paper should be construed as an offer or inducement, or proposal for 

investment, that would determine the reader to engage in any form of investing activity, nor is it meant to 

be a sale or issuance of securities, interests, or assets. 

The information in this technical document is provided in good faith. The EZCoin team expressly disclaims 

any and all responsibility, both readers, investors, expressly waiver all claims for any direct or indirect loss 

or damages of any kind (whether foreseeable or not) arising directly or indirectly from: 

 

⦁ reliance on any information contained in this document or any information made available in      

connection with any further inquiries, 

⦁ any error, or inaccuracy in this document, 

⦁ any action resulting therefrom or 

⦁ usage or acquisition of the underlying asset. 

 

The coin (EZCoin) is a utility coin and its purpose is only to enable the coin holders to undertake actions 

within the EZCoin platform. The project (EZCoin) is not a currency and should not be considered one by its 

holders. It must not be held or earned as a reward by any individual resident and/or citizen of a country in 

which holding such coins is illegal and/or in countries that consider such coins as securities. It is the readers' 

responsibility to know the laws relevant to their legal jurisdiction and ensure they are compliant at all 

times. 

As herein above stated, there are no guarantees that the EZCoin project and/or platform will succeed. 

There is no inherent monetary value associated with the EZCoin project, except for one provided by the 

community. Any future listing of the EZCoin on centralized or decentralized exchanges does neither imply 

any form of guarantee that the EZCoin will rise in value, nor that it will actually have any value at all. 

We reserve the right to require all platform participants to submit verifiable identity and residence 

documentation at any time in order for the EZCoin project to comply with our KYC and AML responsibilities. 

This may include validation of identity & residence documentation with an authorized third-party supplier, 

as well as ongoing monitoring. 

Investors should seek professional financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in the project 

contemplated in this Whitepaper and should understand that statements regarding prospects may not be 

realized. Investors should note that the utility asset values may fluctuate. As always in the market economy, 

past performance does not guarantee future performance. 

NO ADVICE 

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns and there is no guarantee that the market price of the 

coin will fully reflect its underlying net asset value. This Whitepaper does not constitute any investment 

advice, financial advice, trading advice, or recommendation by the EZCoin team. EZCoin is an open-source 

community coin.  

 

Please realize that cryptocurrencies have the value that individuals associated with them. 



 

 

 

BACKGROUND 

A group of community investors organized an international development team. Continuing 

with the community-driven aspect, the development team aims for community involvement 

and maintains full transparency for the project, holding polls and discussions with the 

community for key decisions with the project, culminating with a community-led decision to 

create EZCoin.  

 

The development team has a wide background of established positions in several areas and 

reputable firms, and they contribute their skills and experience to the project's and holders' 

mutual benefit. EZCoin’s long-term goal is to establish itself as an industry leader in the 

emerging Decentralized Finance sector.   

Meet our team at www.myezcoin.com/whitepapers 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The blockchain is an incorruptible digital ledger of economic transactions that can be 

programmed to record not just financial transactions but virtually everything of value. 

Financial and technology industries alike are combining wonderfully, giving rise to the birth 

of blockchain outside of its normal working conditions. Blockchain is a distributed digital 

ledger designed to power and back cryptocurrencies. Blockchain technology works under 

the principle of decentralization. Decentralization means the dispersion or distribution of 

things aside from the central body. The dispersed thing may be power, authority, or money 

from the central main authority. Many matters of state are generally centralized means 

controlled by a single authority. For example, financial matters of states are under the single 

supervision of central banks. This may lead to many disadvantages in the case of hijacking, 

cyber-attacks, or mass system failure.  

 

EZCoin is looking to fully revolutionize the decentralized world. We have put together a 

team behind the EZCoin project to build better technology than what is currently available 

today. We are more than just a digital coin; we are the future of Decentralization and 

Cryptocurrency. EZCoin is built to balance all aspects of its protocol and achieve sustainable 

long-term growth with strategically developed tokenomics and its ecosystem. EZCoin was 

built with one purpose - to build the best-decentralized technology available to the world 

while building mass adoption of cryptocurrency and making an equal impact on humanity at 

the same time.  

 



 

 

EZCOIN 

Welcome to EZCoin, a community-driven platform that promotes global financial well-being 

by empowering people to be in control of their money and create their wealth 

opportunities. EZCoin looks to continue that trend with a token that appeals to the 

blockchain community with a long-term vision to create wealth among the financially 

underserved and unbanked. EZCoin is a token for both novice and experienced crypto 

enthusiasts. 

  

It was nearly impossible to ignore the exponential growth and excitement among 

community-driven projects. Those with solid tokenomics and fundamentals, alignment with 

reputable influencers and partnerships, and that received strong community support 

flourished. Encompassing a quickly evolving market environment, the development team 

encourages community involvement.  

As the milestones listed on our road map are obtained, full transparency will be provided 

with real-time updates via social media outlets, blogs, etc. EZCoin provides content that 

teaches them how digital money works while they invest, opening opportunities for wealth 

creation. Our goal is to foster human connection through financial literacy filling this gap in 

the crypto and financial market and preparing the next generation of investors.  

 

UTILITY OF EZCOIN 

SCHOOL 

With the fast-moving technology of blockchain, we need to educate more and more people 

about this futuristic technology. EZCoin is planning to create a school where we can educate 

people and users can access online content to learn about cryptocurrency and blockchain. 

EZCoin provides content that teaches them how digital money works while they invest, 

opening opportunities for wealth creation. Our goal is to foster human connection through 

financial literacy filling this gap in the crypto and financial market and preparing the next 

generation of investors.  

 

GAMES 

Gaming should be fun. Rather than having to think about every single penny you spend and 

taking up all your time, wouldn’t it be great to play to earn? EZCoin is soon going to build a 

unique infrastructure that builds on the growing Decentralized ecosystem and combines it 

with Gaming through a unique Digital Coin called EZCoin.  

Our vision is to start with the creation of one simple mobile game that allows players to 

earn EZCoin. We will continue to develop new fun games, along with a virtual "meta" world. 

Where users can earn and spend EZCoin virtually.  



 

 

 

STORE 

EZCoin is soon going to launch a cutting-edge eCommerce platform that will enable users to 

enjoy online purchasing in a simple, safe, and cost-effective manner. It will act as a link 

between the cryptocurrency and physical worlds, allowing customers who previously 

couldn't shop with their digital assets to do so. Digital assets will be able to be used in 

EZCoin eCommerce markets thanks to EZCoin 's technical infrastructure. EZCoin is a 

Blockchain-based payment processor that is both efficient and secure. The EZCoin Platform 

will be used as an eCommerce marketplace and payment processor of the future. The 

EZCoin Coin aims to connect the real world with cryptocurrencies through future-oriented 

products and services as a commodity that is not constrained by any geographic limits or 

national borders.  

 

SECURITY 

Decentralized platforms allow users to complete transactions in just a few seconds without 

divulging personal information to the network's server. The crypto market moves at warp 

speed, especially with high-volume tokens. Delaying a transaction, whether it’s a buy, a sell, 

or just transferring to another wallet can be detrimental to your net profit or loss.  

 

EZCoin being deployed on a public blockchain brings transparency to transactions, which 

fosters trust. Every transaction is recorded in a shared ledger and cannot be modified by 

anyone. It offers high security, radical visibility, and faster processing speed, along with 

traceability through the decentralized system.  

 

The EZCoin Platform takes advantage of immutable Blockchain transactions. Blockchain 

ensures that data is not tampered with, ensuring that the ecosystem for everyone is highly 

secure.  

 

MINING 

EZCoin supports mining with the Scrypt hashing algorithm used on certain Proof of Work 

blockchains. Proof of work (PoW) is a decentralized consensus mechanism that requires 

members of a network to expend effort solving an arbitrary mathematical puzzle, this 

prevents bad actors from being able to game the system (with unfair, fraudulent extraction 

of newly minted and confirming coins).  

 

 

 



 

 

 

Proof of work is used widely in cryptocurrency mining, for validating transactions and 

mining new tokens. Furthermore, it hosts a new full-fledged environment that can be used 

to develop high-performing decentralized applications that can facilitate quick trade. Less 

complex compared to other mining algorithms. Reduced energy consumption compared to 

other algorithms like SHA-256. Scrypt coins generally require lower fees for transactions on 

their blockchains. Scrypt mining is four times faster than mining BTC. Great solution for 

encrypting wallets, files, and passwords.  

 

Specialized mining equipment is required to provide the network with the necessary hash 

rate.  An application-specific integrated circuit or ASIC machine is recommended for EZCoin 

but even those with a CPU can take part with the PoS aspect. The cost to purchase and run 

an ASIC mining machine varies based on that machine’s hash rate. Our mining community is 

very important and their processing power is very valuable. 

 

EZCoin issues a block to the chain every 1 minute. Users (miners) receive 100 EZCoins per 

block successfully mined, either by PoW or PoS - whichever wins the blocks, this allows for a 

fair chance to allow users to accumulate and then compound their EZC holdings . EZCoins 

are awarded for each block that is successfully mined. This will continue until the max 

supply of 1 billion EZCoin has been reached. As more miners connect, the difficulty of mining 

will increase too. 

 

Mining is one of the ways to earn EZCoin, it is also very beneficial to have your EZCoin Core 

staking wallet online to support the EZCoin blockchain with processing power. The more 

wallets and miners that are connected, the faster that blocks can be found, and transactions 

can be processed over the distributed nodes securely.  

 

Both the PoW* and PoS* methods of mining are now available to the v5.0 EZCoin wallets, 

this gives everyone a chance to earn income not only from mining with hardware miners but 

also to those that choose to hold EZC in a staking wallet that offers a fixed recursive APR just 

for holding an active wallet balance on the blockchain network - the more coin weight you 

have, the better chance a stake is possible  

*PoW, hardware mining to the wallet 

*PoS, staking to the wallet 

 

The coins mined by the user community are open to the free market and will be made 

available to those interested in EZCoin. These coins will have a multitude of utility uses.  

 



 

 

 

 

Tokenomics EZCoin 

 

Total Supply of 1 Billion coins, 90% Users – 900 Million Coins, 10% Team – 100 

Million Coins. The users 900 million coins will be generated and added to the 

circulating supply from our mining and staking community. The EZCoin team has 

pre-mined 133 million. Based on our estimates the total coin supply should be 

mined out in 16 years +/-.  The EZCoin team will be allocating their 133 million 

coins into the following categories: 

 

o EZCoin v4 > v5 Swap – 33 Million Coins 

o Development – 16 Million Coins 

o Graphical User Interfaces – 14 Million Coins 

o Marketing – 12 Million Coins 

o Initial Coin Offering (ICO) – 10 Million Coins 

o Private Investors – 8 Million Coins 

o Advisors – 5 Million Coins 

o Charity – 5 Million Coins 

o LOCKED for 3 Years – 30 Million Coins (Unlocking on 12/8/24) 

 

30 million coins locked for 3 years. Once unlocked, they will be allocated 

towards funding the continued growth of EZCoin and to continue reaching the 

goals listed on the ever-growing roadmap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

ROADMAP 

 

✓ Legal Papers 

✓ Blockchain 

✓ Core Wallet 

✓ Website and Servers 

✓ Introduce Social Media Channels 

✓ Release Block Explorer & Mining Pool Websites 

✓ Community Begins Mining & Staking 

✓ Marketing 

✓ Develop EZCoin School 

✓ Marketing 

✓ ICO Website 

✓ Marketing 

✓ ICO Launch Party 

✓ Introduce EZCoin to Exchanges 

✓ Marketing Continues 

o EZCoin Store 

o Mobile Wallets 

o EZCoin Games 

o EZCoin Foundation for Charity 

o NFT Minting Website 

o Develop Virtual Meta World 

o EZCoin Debit Card 

o Marketing 

o …and much more! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

TIMELINE 

1st Year 
▪ Prepare legal documents and white paper 

▪ Introduce initial development wallet and websites 

▪ Block explorer and mining pool websites 

▪ Social media platforms and marketing campaigns 

▪ Begin development on EZCoin School, adding content regularly 

▪ Prepare for and launch Initial Coin Offering (ICO) 

▪ Initial Coin Offering 

▪ Marketing expands 

2nd Year 
▪ Continue momentum from ICO coin launch party 

▪ Grow equity to begin funding development 

▪ Introduce EZCoin to more audiences globally  

▪ EZCoin school continues to add content 

▪ Introduce EZCoin to small/medium volume exchanges 

▪ Begin conceptualizing of games and entertainment  

▪ User friendly mobile wallets 

3rd Year 
▪ Develop new exciting games 

▪ Release mobile games and entertainment applications 

▪ Advance the utility of EZCoin into more platforms 

▪ Global marketing campaign 

▪ Begin conceptualizing EZCoin Store 

5th Year 
▪ Continue developing new mobile games 

▪ Launch EZCoin e-commerce store 

▪ Establish EZCoin Charity 

▪ EZCoin team tours the world to expand and learn more ways to reach different 

audiences 

▪ Developing NFT minting website 

▪ Begin conceptualizing of Virtual Reality / Meta world 

▪ Develop Virtual Reality / Meta world websites 

10th Year 
▪ Launch Virtual Reality / Meta world 

▪ Begin negotiations with financial institutions to accept EZCoin 

12th Year 
▪ Introduce EZCoin debit card and ATMs for easy access  

▪ Continue expansion on utilities of Virtual Reality / Meta world 

▪ Contribute to global financial stability through de-centralized banking 



 

 

 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Symbol: EZC 

Type: Layer 1 blockchain, Hybrid PoW/PoS coin 

Algorithm: Scrypt 

Max Supply: 1 billion 

Pre-mined: 133 million 

Block reward: 100 EZC 

Block time: 1 min 

Difficulty retarget time: 1 min 

Max Block Size: 4MB 

Block Maturity: 20 blocks 

P2P: 8760 

RPC: 8759 

 

LINKS 

 

Website: https://myezcoin.com 

Explorer: https://scan.myezcoin.com 

Pool: https://pool.myezcoin.com 

Independent mining pools: https://miningpoolstats.stream/ezcoin 

Github: https://github.com/Davegunn99/EZCoinV5.0/ 

Discord: https://discord.gg/jQsvTpCpwu 

Bitcointalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=3422844 

Telegram: https://t.me/ezcoincrypto 

Facebook: http://fb.me/OfficialEZCoin 

Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/OfficialEZCoin 

 

 

https://myezcoin.com/
https://scan.myezcoin.com/
https://pool.myezcoin.com/
https://miningpoolstats.stream/ezcoin
https://github.com/Davegunn99/EZCoinV5.0/
https://discord.gg/jQsvTpCpwu
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=3422844
https://t.me/ezcoincrypto
http://fb.me/OfficialEZCoin
https://www.twitter.com/OfficialEZCoin


 

 

SUMMARY 

The EZCoin project was conceptualized in an effort to teach more audiences from all over 

the globe about the benefits and advantages of a future utilizing decentralized 

blockchain.  After quickly identifying that most of the globe is still unfamiliar and confused 

with cryptocurrency and blockchain; EZCoin decided there was a growing need to introduce 

a coin with more than a catchy logo or slogan. This audience included both males and 

females ranging in ages between 21 and 65, with all backgrounds and lifestyles across the 

world.  Most consumers have heard about cryptocurrency, but have no knowledge of how 

to utilize it. With the EZCoin School, there can be a solution to producing and distributing 

educational content to our future cryptocurrency and blockchain users.   

Along with educational content, EZCoin will introduce new and exciting games and 

applications for users to download and play.  With blockchain technology, EZCoin can inject 

EZCoins into these games and applications; to be either earned or spent within the game by 

the user. This will give the community who does not earn EZCoin through mining, a chance 

to earn EZCoin by using our games and applications.  

Ultimately EZCoin would like to produce and create a stand-alone meta world, where users 

can log in virtually to earn and spend EZCoin. In this meta world, users will be able to 

interact with each other to acquire virtual real estate and unique items through NFTs.  

EZCoin sets the bar high with its goals and vision for the future.  However, with a strong 

active supporting community, combined with a solid roadmap and simple tokenomics; 

EZCoin believes its platform can reach even more individuals interested in the future of 

blockchain technology.  As this technology is learned by more, EZCoin wants to be at the 

forefront of this rapidly expanding industry, and teach more about blockchain technology 

and investing.  Early users who utilize EZCoin’s growing platform, will be able to take 

advantage of free and discounted content to promote products and services.  

 

IN CLOSING 

EZCoin asks that you think about a future when mankind is able to travel between planets 

and even galaxies. Blockchain technology is a secure solution to financial stability in a time 

when resources and markets could become unstable. It should be more efficient and safer 

to bring digital assets into our travel plans; in comparison to tangible, insecure 

assets.  EZCoin has placed itself in the right position to be at the forefront of the financial 

security of mankind’s space journeys.  

Come join the EZCoin community and create a more stable and secure future for the next 

generations.  Please support EZCoin by joining the chat channels, and by sharing EZCoin 

content with your friends and family. With EZCoin’s platform and overall vision, we can 

begin to realize how valuable and important EZCoin is for the world in many positive ways.   

 

 



 

 

REPRESENTATION AND WARRANTIES BY THE PURCHASERS 

By contributing in the coin sale of EZCoin, the consumers represent and warrant to EZCoin team as follows: 

a) You are permitted and have full power to purchase EZCoin according to the laws that apply in your 

jurisdiction of domicile. 

b) You are solely accountable for deciding whether the purchase of EZCoin is appropriate for you. 

c) You are not performing as a mediator on behalf of any other person or entity who wish to purchase 

EZCoin or contribute in its coin sale. 

d) You have thoroughly studied the risks, costs, and any other shortcomings of procuring EZCoin and 

realized the risks, costs, and any other disadvantages associated with EZCoin and its coin sale. 

e) You are not acting for the purpose of speculative investment. 

f) You agree and acknowledge that EZCoin does not constitute securities in any form in your jurisdiction. 

g) You agree and admit that no controlling authority has inspected or approved the information set out in 

this Whitepaper, no such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules 

of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or broadcasting of this whitepaper to you does not 

imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with; 

h) You agree and acknowledge that this whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the EZCoin 

coin sale or future trading of EZCoin on any crypto currency exchange, shall not be interpreted or deemed 

by you as an indication of the merits of EZCoin team or EZCoin. 

i) The distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance 

of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your 

jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and 

obeyed with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to EZCoin team. 

k) You agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any EZCoin , it is not to be 

construed, interpreted, classified or treated as: 

i. any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency. 

ii. debentures, stocks or shares issued by EZCoin team. 

iii. rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares. 

iv. rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of 

which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss. 

v. units in a collective investment scheme. 

vi. units in a business trust. 

vii. derivatives of units in a business trust; or 

viii. any other security or class of securities. 

l) You have a good understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms 

and other material characteristics of crypto currencies, block chain-based software systems, crypto 

currency wallets or other related coin storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract 

technology. 

m) You are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any EZCoin, there are 

risks associated with EZCoin team and its business and operations. 



 

 

g) You agree and acknowledge that EZCoin team is not liable for any indirect, special, incidental, 

consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of 

revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of 

or reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof by you. 

h) You will not use the coin sale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to money laundering and 

the financing of terrorism; and 

i) All the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non-misleading from the 

time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case 

may be). 

 

UPDATES TO THE DETAILS OF THE TOKEN SALE 

EZCoin team reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to change, modify, add, or remove portions of this 

whitepaper and the terms at any time during the sale by posting the amendment on the website. Any 

purchaser will be deemed to have accepted such changes by purchasing EZCoin. If at any point you do not 

agree to any portion of the then-current version of this whitepaper and the terms, you should not purchase 

EZCoin. 

 

MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION 

This whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained from 

internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available 

information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available 

information and publications generally state that the information that they contain has been obtained from 

sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such 

included information. EZCoin team has not conducted any independent review of the information extracted 

from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the 

underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, any entities of the EZCoin team and 

officers and employees thereof do not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or 

completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same. 

 

APPRECIATION 

Our coin mechanics are structured so that there are a multitude of influences for material appreciation. 

Starting with growing transactions and constant onboarding of new clients we start to build a higher use for 

our coin and a higher demand. With this kind of assistance to the velocity of our coin along with its use in 

crypto trading, it can measurably reach its true intrinsic value. 

With the growing use of the coin by businesses on the platform we effectively reduce price risk relative to 

the dollar for all holders, setting a comfortable base for which we can assume, following price discovery on 

exchanges, our cryptocurrency will not fall through. This also sets the investment standard for traders to 

buy knowing that eventually, EZCoin coins will reach certain support levels where there is only more upside 

as we grow. 

We encourage the reader to do its own research, and decide whether to invest in our project.  

 

Visit www.myezcoin.com for more information. 
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